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ABSTRACT. 

Topological particle theory·contains a symmetry 

similar to but not identical with Weinberg-Saiam SU(2) 
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symmetry. For strong interactions and for interactions 

among electroweak bosons the symmetry is complete, but 

boson-hadron interactions possess a symmetry-breaking 

component. Whether lepton electroweak interactions break 

the symmetry remains uncertain. 

* This work was suppqrted in part. by the Director, Office of 

Energy Research, Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics 

Division of High Energy Physics of the U.S. Department of 

Energy under Contract No. DE:._AC03-76SF00098. 

tParticipating guest at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Oriented charge .arcs, together with momentum (Feynman-:Landau) 

graphs and boundary (Harari-Rosner) graphs, have become established 

features of topological particle theory. 1 •2 In minimal electroweak 

topologies thecharge arcs connecting different bound~ry components of 

the classical surface, LC' perpetuate a ·global LC orientation needed 

for the representation of "quark" and lept.on chirality. In. strong-· 

interaction topologies, charge arcs facilitate a meaning for "topological 

color"--breaking a triangular baryon symmetry that would cause 

.inconsistency. The term "charge arc!' is inappropriate to the extent that 

this embellishment of LC is already needed at a complexity. level where 

significance for electric charge has not yet developed. Historically, 

on the other hand, charge arcs were introduced in antfcipation of ,the 

need at same level to represent electric charge and, wherever consistent, 

an independent·orientation was -immediately assigned to each charge arc. 

This orientation, although a topologically natural degree of freedom, 

originally was motivated by the experimental observation of quarks and 

leptons as electric-charge doublets; measured hadron electric charges 

supported the association of charge-arc orientation with the capacity 

3 for photon coupling. In the present paper we nevertheless shall 

discuss oriented charge arcs and an orientation-reversal symmetry as 

topological notions, before making the electric-charge association. 

We.associa~e the orientation degree of freedom with a notion .of 

"isospin". 

It will turn out that for s.trong interactions as well as for the 

interactions between.elementary electroweak bosons there is precise 
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significance for "topological isospin" together with an associated 

SU(2) symmetry. For electroweak hadronic interact ions, on the other 

hand, baryons necessarily break the SU(2) symmetry. Because leptons 

have not yet been "bootstrapped"--their raison d'etre presently 

remaining uncertain--the question of leptonic SU(2) symmetry remains 

open. The favored leptonic topological repr"'sentation 
4 

nevertheless 

implies a meaning for lepton isospin, which we shall here discuss. 

.. ,-
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II. TOPOLOGICAL ISOSPIN 

Associated with each component of the topological expansion is 

not only a classical surface LC but a quantum surface LQ divided 

into areas--each area belonging to an elementary particle. A particle 

area in turn divides into oriented triangles, eac~ of which intersects 

the LC boundary (or belt) either in an I pattern or a Y pattern. In 

Ref. (5). the quantum numbers .of I triangles and Y triangles are 

described .. The essential question for the present paper is the 

orientation of the·charge arc ending within each triangle. In previous 

publications this orientation has been immediately associated with the 

electric charge of each tria.ngle. Here we wish to defer the connection 

with electromagnetism. If the charge-arc orientation agrees (disagrees) 

with triangle orientation we here attach a label "yes" ("no") to the 

triangle. The triangle orientation itself we represent by the 

notation I, I, Y, Y. Thus, for example, an I(no) triangle has an I 

belt, is locally oriented in agreement with the global LQ orientation 

and has an attached charge.arc of the opposite orientation. 

Every * ~Q triangle in strong or electroweak topology is connected 

by its charge arc to a triangle of opposite orientation; "yes" triangles 

are thereby tied to "yes" triangles and "no" tied to "no". It follows 

that each charge arc effectively carries a "yes", "no" label and 

two conserved quantum numbers emerge: 

* The representation of baryon-lepton mixing proposed in Ref. (4) 

requires certain charge arcs to connect triangles of the same 

orientation. Such a topology, if it occurs, lies outside our 

definition of either "strong" or "electroweak". 

%' ). 
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N 
no (yes) 

total number of no(yes) triangles .minus the 

total number of no (yes) antitriangles. (1) 

At the same time every triangle is "mated" with. exactly one other 

triangle of opposite orientation and the same I or Y type. 2 The 

quantum numbers NI and NY are then also conserved, but because 

N := N
1 

+NY 

N + N no yes 
(2) 

only three of the four conserved quantities NI' NY, N and N are no yes 

independent. 

* Let us additionally define a quantity 

I :=l-[N -N ] 
z 2 I{yes) I(no) ' 

(3) 

which at first sight does not appear to be conserved, but as detailed 

below in Formulas (4) and (5) and the accompanying footnote, it is a 

property of all hadron, lepton and electroweak-boson areas that K.( ) · -y yes 

and NY(no) are separately good quantum numbers. It follows that 

NI(yes) and NI(no) are alsb individually conserved and therefore so 

is I . z 

Why the notation Iz for the entity defined by (3)? For strong 

interactions and for the interactions among electroweak bosons there 

is a symmetry group isomorphic to SU(2) with Iz as one of the 3 

* By a ·fortuitous accident the conventional symbol I for "isospin" has 

independently been introduced for I-triangle. 

6-

generators I , I , I . The argument 
X y Z 

c _:r) 

was given by Chan and Paton. 6 

Consider the strong-interaction components of the topological expansion, 

where each mat.ed I-triangle pair is connected by a charge arc and where 

the orientation of any such I-charge arc may be reversed without 

changing the value of the amplitude. This (I( )- I( )+->- (I( )- I( )) yes yes no no 

discrete symmetry was shown by Chan and Paton to imply an SU(2) 

continuous symmetry where the group generators 

I=(I,I,I) 
X y Z 

are direct products of Pauli matrices, each acting in the yes-no space 

* of an I triangle. It follows that the eigenvalues of Iz are given by 

Formula (3). 

The same conclusion obtains for the interaction between (I, I) 

electroweak bosons. Here again each I triangle is coupled by a charge 

arc to an I triangle, and it will be shown elsewhere that the require-

ments of Lorentz and gauge invariance are compatible with 

{I(. )-I( )) +->-{I( )-I( )) symmetry--i.e., invariance under yes yes no no 

reversal of any charge-arc orientation. 

A difficulty appears when electroweak-bosons are coupled to 

hadrons because some charge arcs now connect I and Y triangles. There 

is no problem for mesons (I, I) but baryons (IIY( )' I) contain Y( ) - yes yes 

triangles which cannot be changed to Y((
2
))' All hadron Y triangles _no · 

must be "yes" or all must be "no". We_ define "yes" as that choice 

made by hadrons. Because yes Y triangles appear only in hadrons, 

- NY(yes) is equal to baryon number. Although there continues to be 

(I( )- I( )) +->- (I( ) - I( )) invariance at the minimal level, yes yes no no 

* Fot strong interactions !-triangles correspond to 11 quarks". 2 
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a general_!( )++I( ) symmetry operation cannot be defined and . yes no _ 

the Chan-Paton argument fails. It is nevertheless possible to 

employ the irreducible representations of SU(2) in'describing 

* elementary hadrons and electroweak bosons. 

Both scalar and vector (I, I) bosons come as SU(2) singlet plus_ 

triplet, forming degenerate "elementary"-boson isospin quartets at the 

"minimal" level of electroweak topology. Boson-boson interactions, 

excluding boson-hadron interactions, give a singlet-triplet boson 

splitting that respects SU(2) symmetry just as hadron-hadron 

corrections to zero entropy split (-rr,p) isospin triplets from (n,w) 

singlets. However boson-hadron interactions are expected to be at 

least as important as boson-boson interactions because of the high 

hadron multiplicity, so there is no reason to expect physical 

electroweak bosons to be better approximated by a singlet-triplet 

pattern than by the original quartet pattern. The physical photon in 

particular· is not in any sense an SU(2) singlet, although it may be 

recognizable (e.g. through couplings as in Weinberg-Salam theory-) 
8 

as a quartet member. 

* According to the reasoning of Ref. (_7) it i.s becaus.e electrow.eak 

interactions are "generated" by strong interactions that isospin 

j_s a feature of both. 

-
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III. LEPTON ISOSPIN DOUBLETS 

It is proposed in Ref. (_4) that any lepton area on ~ Q is 

(I( ) , Y( ))--an isospin doublet. There has. not, however, yes or no no 

yet appeared a raison d'~tre for leptons in topological theory and 

there also so far has been no reaso~ recognized for the left-handed 

nature of weak interactions. The proposal of Ref. (4) may require 

modification when the bootstrap origin of leptons and left handedness 

becomes understood. We nevertheless proceed now to comment on certain 

aspects of lepton assignment to an isospin doublet. 

If, for leptons as for hadrons, electroweak bosons couple toY 

as well as to I triangles, then leptonic weak interactions break 

SU(2) symmetry .because of the lepton's Y (no) triangle. As with hadron

BOson interactions we can maintain the discrete (I( )~ I( )) -+-+ yes yes 

(I - I ) 
(no) - (no) . 

symmetry at the minimal level, and we may still define 

Iz by Eq. (3). 

On the other hand no consistency argument of which we are aware 

precludes a rule forbidding electroweak-boson coupling to Y (no) 

* . triangles. If so there would be no violation of SU(2) invariance in 

minimal lepton-boson interactions. A bootstrap theory of leptons 

must resolve this. ambiguity. After identifying- electric charge in 

Sec. IV we shall comment on phenomenological aspects of the lepton-

coupling ambiguity. 

A dynamical remark is i.n order at this point. Vector-boson coupling 

to Y triangles, because Y triangles are spinless, is proportional to 

* We shall review. below the phenomenological reason why the "yes" 

coupling must be to N( ' ) and not to NI( ) . · - ~s ~s 

~ -~··· 
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the elementary-particle momentum p , while vector-boson coupling 
ll. . 

to hadron or lepton I ·.triangles ("topological quarks") is proportional 

toy JJ. Because hadron propagators are "soft", there are not expected 

to be any hadron-loop infinities in higher orders of the topological 

expansion; but there may be a problem with. lepton loops if p)J. vector

boson couplings occur. Lepton propagators, like lepton vertices, 

are "hard", This difference in the singularity of ·Y-coupled hadron 

and lepton closed loops suggests that, if Y_( ) triangles occur only 
yes 

in· hadrons and Y (no) triangles only in leptons-, there may be boson 

coupling to NY(yes) but perhaps no coupling to NY(no). 

(~ ,_). 
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IV. ELECTRIC CHARGE 

We have seen in Sec. II how topological particle theory implies 

3 independent conserved quantities. As discussed in Ref. (5) it is 

possible to define baryon number B and lepton number L as the linear 

* combinations 

B := i (NI - NY) (4) 

- 1 . 
L =- 4 (NI + 3 ~) , (5)' 

which accompany the "triality rule" 

NI - 3 Ny(yes) +~(no) (6) 

if Y( ) triangles ap.pear only in hadrons and Y( ) triangles only 
yes no 

in leptons. It is natural to expect a possible choice for the third 

independent conserved quantity to be Q--electric charge. What linear 

combination-of N's is equal to Q? The choice made when charge 

were originally introduced
1 •3 

was 

* 

Q N 
(yes) 

(7) 

These relations seem to allow fractional values £or B and L. 

arcs 

However if Y (yes) triangles occur only in hadrons and Y (no} triangles 

only in leptons we have additionally, for particle areas, the 

·relations~=- NY( ) and L =- N ( ). yes · Y no 
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and we now show this to be the only choice compatible with the known 

charges of leptons and baryons. 

An antilepton is composed of a Y and either an I( ) or an I( )" 
~s oo 

Since direct coupling of a photon to the lepton Y would lead to disagree-

ment with QED, and since we know that the antileptons have charges 0 or 

+ 1, this means that the charge of the lepton Y must be 0, while either 

I( ) carries charge + 1 and I( ) carries charge zero, or else I( ) yes no yes 

carries charge zero and !(no) carries charge + 1. 

A baryon is composed of a Y(yes~defi~ed the yes-direction to be 

that carried by the baryon Y) and three I's,each of which may be either 

yes or no. From. the results of the preceding paragraph, it follows that 

the charges carried by the I's in the baryon range from 0 to+ 3. Since 

experimentally the charges of baryons_range from - 1 to+ 2, we can 

conclude that the charge of the Y( ) must be - 1. Incidentally, this 
~s . 

result confirms that the Y in the lepton, since it carries zero charge, 

cannot be the Y( ) and must be the Y( ) •. yes ·no 

At this point in the argument there remains a two-fold ambiguity: 

we know that Y( ) carries· charge + 1 and Y( ) carries charge zero, 
yes . no 

but we have not yet determined which of the two !-triangle types 

carries charge + 1. This ambiguity is resolved .by realizing that since 

Y ( ) is charged; the photon must couple to it--which means that 
yes 

the photon itself is (I( )' I( )). The photon then couples only .yes yes 

to yes triangles, and so it is I( ) that carries charge+ 1, while yes · · 

!(no) must carry charge 0 •. we are thus led to Eq. (7). 

Having identified electric charge with N(yes), we may ask about 

the connection with Iz. A short calculation yields 

.._. -r 

Q N (yes) 

12 

I + N/4 
z 

and it has been shown in Ref. (5) that N is always even: 

N 2 (B-L). 

(8) 

(9) 

It thus appears that the topological analogue of hypercharge is 

equal to B-L. Because no new quantum number is involved, the only 

use for a "topological hypercharge" notion is to facilitate comparison 

with "standard" theory. 

<:;:- ')• 
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V. LEPTON PHENOMENOLOGY 

Because the photon interacts only with the lepton's I triangle--

whose attributes are those of a fermion--the conclusion of Ref. (1) 

remains unchanged that topological theory generates Q.E.D. perturbative 

(Feynman) rules. The topological weak interactions of leptons are 

more interesting, because here the spinless Y(no) triangle may 

introduce a distinction from standard theory. However three uncertain 

points must be resolved before topological theory can predict lepton 

weak interactions: 

a) Does the (I(· ) , I, )) elementary electroweak boson (Z0) couple 
no "no 

to Y(no) triangles as well as to I(no) triangles? 

b) When 3 of the 4 scalar (Higgs) bosons are "eaten" in giving 

+ 
mass to w- and z

0
, what effect on boson couplings ensues from 

the isospin singlet-triplet nature of the Higgs quartet--as 

opposed to the doublet plus antidoublet of standard theory? 

c) Why are weak currents left handed? At ·this stage_ we do not 

know whether topological theory is going to predict a leptonic 

weak current with any phenomenological consequences different 

from those of the Weinberg-Salam current.
8 

The charged current 

is unlikely to differ because only the I triangle here is 

involved-, but the neutral weak leptonic current--the z0 

coupling to leptons--may turn out to be interesting. 

:::1 .. t;O, 
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VI. DISCUSSION 

Topological theory alters the usual relationship between 

symmetries and internal quantum numbers. The familiar theoretical 

approach postulates a continuous internal symmetry and deduces there-

from discrete.conserved internal quantum numbers. If the symmetry is 

broken the associated conservation laws may exhibit corresponding 

violations. Topological theory has no "internal continuum" but a 

discrete structure which immediately implies certain conserved quantum 

numbers. These conservation laws are inviolable unless the structure 

is changed. At the same time the topological expansion is based on 

a complexity hierarchy, with the lower complexities exhibiting special 

symmetries that tend to be broken as complexity increases in the 

higher expansion components required by s~atrix unitarity. 

The subject of this paper is a case in point. With our assumed 

topological structure there are 3 absolutely-conserved quantum numbers. 

Zero entropy exhibits the highest symmetry--topological supersymmetry2-

most of whose subsymmetries (e.g., SU(6)W) become broken already in 

entropy-carrying strong-interaction (orientable) topologies characterized 

by having all mated ~Q -triangles connected by charge arcs. A "local" 

orientation-reversal discrete symmetry associated with mated pairs of 

I triangles survives to this level and implies a continuous SU(2) 

symmetry which we have used to define t~pological isospin. Electroweak 

hadronic (nonorientable) topologies--characterized by certain charge 

arcs. connecting nonmated triangles--do not maintain isospin symmetry. 

Nevertheless the quantum number I 3 , belonging to an isospin-group 

generator, remains secure because it is a linear combination of the 3 
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absolutely-conserved quantum numbers. 

By contrast the "weak isospin" symmetry of Weinb.erg-Salam 

theory8 is unbroken by all terms in their Lagrangian even though 

"spontaneously" broken by a Higgs mechimism. The final r 3 is not 

absolutely conserved. Topological isospin is not entirely 

equivalent to Weinberg-Salam isospin, although the correspondence 

is close. Understanding the physical consequences of the difference 

will require further development of topological theory to remove 

ambiguities associated with leptons and electroweak chirality. 

~ ;, 
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